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-Welcome to our first session on How Writers Write Poetry. We begin with Robert Hass, the former 
Poet Laureate and author of many books of poetry and essays as well as translations of among 
others, the Polish Nobel Laureate Czeslaw Milosz. Bob Hass is one of the wise elders of American 
poetry and for this session he's going to talk to us about the virtues of sketching one-, two-, three-, 
and four-line sketches as a way to begin a poem, to pay attention to our surroundings. 

Hass's poetry is the poetry that most brought the landscapes of Northern California into my own 
heart. And so think about sketching in terms of the landscapes you love as well, bringing anywhere 
or anything into the poem: what you find before you, what you find inside you... work with it in your 
sketchbook. Good luck. 

-Hi, I'm Robert Hass. I've been asked, passing through Iowa City in the end of winter toward the 
end of March here - grey skies, cold days, and not much signs of spring yet, to talk to you for a few 
minutes this morning about ways that young poets or beginning older poets might get started on 
their writing. 

So I thought it might be useful to talk to you about simple sketching techniques. Something, 
actually, I'm not that good at sitting down to the blank page and say 'now write a poem' in fact it 
almost never happens for me that way. Pretty much when I start writing I'll have a phrase in my 
head or one will come into my head a little scrap of music, of musical language and I can work from 
there. Almost never an idea. 

There's a funny story about Degas, the great painter, who started painting toward the end of his life 
and Stéphane Mallarmé the poet, was a neighbor and he ran into him on the street one day and said, 
oh Mallarme, I'v been meaning to talk to you I can't seem to write poems anymore, I have many 
wonderful ideas but ...they just ...I can't get them down on paper and Mallarme said "Ah, the 
problem is poetry is not made out of ideas, it's made of words." 

So for me that would mean a little bit of the phrase - doesn't have to be much. One time driving in 
San Francisco, my home territory, at Christmas time I saw people on a traffic island and the phrase 
that came into my head was 'and others on corners nagged by wind.' The poem that came of that 
eventually about, a kind of Whitman-ish poem, about people going about their business in the 
wintertime came slowly to me but it began with a little bit of music. 

So, so first of all that's the thing to tell young poets, is don't fail to write down, one way or another, 
these fleeting bits of the music of language that come to you or the brief intuitions. It's important to 
keep a notebook. But if you wanna sit down and just sketch, just here's a couple of ideas. There are 
things you can do - and I thought of organizing this in this way 1, 2, 3, 4, and the paragraph. 

So first of all, one: the basic unit of poetry is a line, a single line. And there are in some ways, forms 
that are single line poems. The haiku which is, as you know, is the five syllable seven syllable five 
syllable, three line structure in Japanese is often written out in one long line. So a single line poem 
would be: 
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'In this world we walk on the roof 
of hell, gazing at flowers' 

Poem by Isa in the nineteenth 
century. 

Let me do it again - 

in the original Japanese it actually goes as a rapid series of possessives. It goes 'this world's hell's 
roofs flower gazing,' is how it goes. 

Spread out into English grammar - 
In this world we walk on the roof of hell 
gazing at flowers. 

So one thing you could do is try to write down one line - looking for a parking place I can't find in 
order to meditate. A rough paraphrase of a poem by Allen Ginsberg, one line. So one thing you can 
do by way of sketching is write one line. The kind of identity that happens with a one line poem is 
you can do two things as a poet with one line: you can have the line be identical with the sentence or 
you could have the line spillover into the next sentence. 

So either you get a pause or you get energy. There's a poem again I might not have it exactly rightby 
DH Lawrence called the White Horse that goes 

The boy walked out in the field to see 
the white horse. 

It creates a kind of calm to do that. 

The boy walked out into the field 
to see his horse. 

One-line, one sentence. It's calm. If you took the same 
line and broke it 

the boy walked / out into / the field to see 
/his horse, you'd get a delicate, anxious, moving energy as if someone were walking across stones in 
a creek, watching his step. 

If you did it another way - the boy walked 
out into the field - line break - to see his horse, so that there's a comfortable pause at the end of the 
line but then some but then a continuation, there's a a not very driven doubleness about beginning 
two, he moves from one to two. So anyway this is my way of saying listen to the syllables you make. 

As an exercise write down 2, might be lines from poems, as a sketch. 

Some examples of wonderful one lines- all things that love the sun are out of doors. Wordsworth 
says in a poem about the sun shining. 

Felix Randal, the blacksmith, Oh, is he dead then? the priest Gerard Manley Hopkins begins a poem 
of his. Often questions can begin a poem. Half my 1 a Chinese poet writes. Oh Rose, thou art sick, 
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Blake says in a poem. You can just look around the room you're in now and write sentences, 
descriptions of things I wake to sleep and take my waking slow Theodore Roethke says, and you 
could do that as one line or two lines which would bring us to two. 

But take a minute now - look around, check out your feelings and try writing six sentences that are a 
single thought, that stay within the single line or it can be phrases. 

Litter of leaves from the ficus. All of my plants are wilting, four apples in a green bowl. There are all 
kinds of ways to begin with an image. Some image of the adequacy or inadequacy of the world as it 
presents itself to you. Some record of a feeling something that takes you inward. The first strange 
metaphor that has occurred to you in the last couple of days, write that down. That would be one 
kind of beginning sketching. 

The interesting thing about going from one to two is that with two you get a the beginning of a 
proposition One is about identity two is about relation, right. Let's say, of two lines, let me give you 
some examples of two line -the most famous two line poem going back to the Latin, is a little 
epigram by Catullus, the poem, the Roman poet, who wrote imitating the Greek poets just around 
the time with Julius Caesar and he wrote a poem that in translation goes 

I hate and love, you may ask me why - 
I don't know but I feel it and I suffer. 

And you'll notice that it's two lines but it's really 1,1, 1,1, so you could say it's four lines 

The Latin is Odi et amo, I hate and I love, quare id faciam fortasse requiris, you may ask me why, 
nes scio, I don't know, sed fieri sentio et excrucior but I feel it and I suffer. Another great source of 
the two-line thing in poems is what happens in the Blues and the Spiritual because call-and-response 
a question-and-answer is one way to think about the two lines. 

The way - if you make a proposition of twoness so here's another little exercise write a question and 
then write an answer what is it men of women do require William Blake asks the lineaments of 
satisfied desire 

A two line question - how many miles to Babylon the Mother Goose rhyme asks, three score miles 
and ten. Can I get there by candlelight? Yes, and back again. 

Four lines made out of two questions. 

Who's that's sitting on the tree of life, Spiritual says, 
I hear the Jordan roll. Who's it knows the trouble I've seen 
Spiritual says, nobody knows but Jesus. 

There's a wonderful Slovene poet Tomaž Šalamun who writes out of a terrific, energetic surrealism 
that and his question poem begins with an exclamation that answered the question Emptiness, my 
bride, who whistles who listens? So you might take a minute now and you can look at some of the 
one-line statements that you've made and think about putting a second sentence to them and see 
what happens. 

You're getting very near to the technique of the haiku if you were to do that. 
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Curled, fallen leaves of the ficus on my living room floor - that might be the image that you - 
asparagus fern curling in the window, could be one. What'd we say - four apples in a green bowl 

Then you might add a second phrase -Four apples in a green bowl, hardly a shadow 
from the interior lighting. 

It's not that great a poem but you get the idea. Try writing two lines. 

Let the second one surprise you in relation to the first. Take a few minutes now and and jot down a 
couple of two-line, using one possibility is ask a question and answer the question ask it and answer 
it in a surprising way or make a statement then ask a question. 

Among the Bantu people of South Africa there was a word game they played at songs they sung in 
working that was a play back and forth between to workers and a French priest and anthropologist, 
of the 19th century got very interested in in the stuff that they did and he wrote it down in in his 
wonderful book about the poetries of pre-literate peoples, oral poetry. 

The poet Jerome Rothenberg (excuse me) the book is called Technicians of the Sacred - yeah 
Technicians of the Sacred - retrieve some these from an anthropological journal and poets have 
been looking at them with the light ever since, they were done by the Bantu people, called them 
Bantu combinations and the Bantu leader of the work gang would sing out some phrase that was on 
his mind and then someone else would have to respond with another phrase to make a two-line 
song and the rule was that there had to be some surprising internal comparison between the two 
things. You didn't continue a story. If the first person said 'The elephant was killed by a small arrow' 
you didn't say, 'and we all danced around the body' 

In fact, this is one of the first ones that this priest heard and someone did sing out 'the elephant was 
killed by small arrow,' presumably they're doing rhythmic work so that the phrases would be 
associated with those rhythms, 'the elephant was killed by a small arrow' and the second person says 
'a lake dries up at the edges' elephant was killed by a small arrow - lake dries up at the edges. 

The priest saw right away that the that the similarity was that they were both something very large 
being brought down by something very small. The elephant by the arrow and the lake by 
evaporation but his informant, the singer who sang this to him said 'Yes, but the really cool thing it's 
that the edge the dried-up lake looks just like an elephant skin.' 

So there is a game you can play with yourself by way of doing two line sketching, which is write 
down a first image and then by quick flash free association write down another one. If you took a 
line like let's say, 'phone ringing in an empty room' write down the next phrase that occurs to you, 
and then do it again, 'phone ringing in an empty room,' write down the next phrase that occurs to 
you. 

And then try another one 'I'm asleep on skis' It's winter, I don't know if any of you are cross country 
skiers, 'I'm asleep on skis,' write down another phrase. 'The rain fell all afternoon,' write down 
another phrase. See what happens as you associate. Avoid - you don't go salt pepper, you go salt, 
wound. In the way that you make these metaphors. 

Try a couple of phrases. This is very close to the technique of haiku, which though, again, goes five, 
seven, five, usually presents one general image and one specific image. 
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A fast spring river, a mad girl in the boat at noon - is a haunting little two image poem by one of 
those poets. 

Thoreau wrote many two line poems and he used rhyme to write them together and they go like 
this- 

The wind that blows is all that anybody knows. 

Where I have been there were none seen. 

And another one - the chickadee hopped near to me. 

He liked to do those little, two-line rhyme sketches in his notebooks and Walt Whitman 
experimented with writing little two line poems. 

Stranger if you passing meet me and desire to speak to me 
why should you not speak to me? 

A question line. 

Last winter I observed the snow on a spree with the Northwest wind and it put me out of concede 
of all fences and other imaginary lines. 

Worrying about fame, he says, Of recognition I no more will trouble myself, with recognition I will 
no longer look at what things are rated to be but what they are to me. 

and so on, lots of examples. Emily a Dickinson wrote some two line poems. 

Soft is the massacre of suns / by evening's Sabres slain Her image - the only New England haiku of 
a 19th century sunset. 

All things swept away / this is immensity, another little two line note she made. 

So this is a matter of feeling the rhythm of two lines, It is also a rhythm, by the way, of syllables 
falling in a certain way in this language we speak, the English language. 

Song lyrics are good examples of that, Irving Berlin - what'll I do if you are far away and I am blue? 
what will I do? One line. What'll I do if you are far away and I am blue, what'll I do? Sweet thing, the 
little rhythmic unit - what'll I do? 

It's four syllables, What'll I do if you are far away, then it falls into that neat delicious pattern of 
iambics that English has and I am blue, one two one two. What'll I do? Fast and slow. 

So as you write down a line you can be thinking about what kind of rhythms they make, when the 
rhythm speeds up, when it slows down So that would be a way to play with twos and then you could 
do the same thing with threes and then the three of the haiku would be a wonderful example but try 
making sketches again, of what's either in your dream life for in your imagination or in the world 
that's around you, and just think about three lines. Making a three-line sketch and there, there's the 
whole world of haiku. 

Suma village / early morning / a urine stained 
quilt on the line. Is a poem by Buson when he's visiting. 
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And just quickly I can say, let me say a word about moving from threes, Leonard Bernstein said, 
three is the rhythm of the body, four is the rhythm of mind or maybe it's two is the rhythm of the 
body, three is the rhythm of the mind. 

When you get to threes you get to weaving so you can take a longer idea and see what happens with 
any given idea. Write something out in prose, a description of your day description of what you did 
since you got up in the morning. Write out the best memory you have of the most vivid dream 
you've had the last few days and then try setting the phrases dancing in a three line stanza. 

That would be that would be another way to sketch. And then quickly because I don't want this to 
take more than 2 minutes now. 

There's fours. Human beings organize the universe in fours. North, South, East, West. Among 
native peoples, before there were other filing systems that was the basic filing system for all 
knowledge so that a cousin was a North, a North thing but a grandfather was a West thing. 
Cardinals were North things and chickadees were South things. Birds as a species, for one thing, the 
world of knowledge got organized into those four compartments. So there's something solid, on all 
fours like a strong table about fours. 

The great example besides the English ballad of the four line poem is the quatrain. The Chinese 
quatrain with an example from Do Fu, 

Yesterday I climbed stony mountain -sorry, not I, Yesterday we climbed stony mountain. The rocks 
on the trail were the color of trout, we talked about our lives about loneliness, On top, in the fog, we 
couldn't see a thing. 

A four line poem, the delicious thing about those poems is that they are often in the great poets of 
that of that era, you can find the translations of Li Bai Do Fu, Wang Wei, Boch Wi, Hanshan, the 
Cold Mountain poet whom Gary Snider's translated. You can find these four line poems in which - 
they make a proposition or ask a question. 

Often they make three lines of presentation of the place and the fourth line waits to be the fourth 
leg of the table fourth leg of the table, that sets the thing down. Here I am, talking to you in a 
camera's eye. I'm in a library in Iowa City. 

You are where you are sitting at a table. ow I have to come up with the fourth line. Try writing three 
lines describing your situation at the moment and then wait for some fourth line to float up for you 
and then try four brush strokes of whatever's in your consciousness. 

Four brush strokes. Western wind when wilt thou blow the soft rain down can rain, Christ that my 
love were in my arms and I in my bed again 

Of course you can rhyme with force and in English it's delicious to do that. Whose woods these are 
I think I know, his house is in the village though, he will not see me stopping here to watch his 
woods fill up with snow. Great poem of Frost that has a four line stanza that it proceeds from. 

There's another four line stanza - The whiskey on your breath would make a small boy dizzy but I 
held on like death, such dancing was not easy. 
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Hear how that works? This is the time of year (Elizabeth Bishop) when almost every night the frail 
illegal fire balloons appear, climbing the mountain height. 

A description of a festival in Rio the nineteen fifties.  That gorgeous pacing of the four line sketch. 

This is the time of year / when almost every night the frail illegal fire balloons appear / climbing the 
mountain height. 

What a difference it makes, just by having the third line be suddenly a lot longer than the first two. 
The longer lines, Yates, a famous example that delicious poem - When you are old and gray and full 
of sleep and nodding by the fire take down this book and slowly read of the soft look your eyes had 
once and of their shadows deep. 

So take a minute and try writing four lines that just make a four line gesture. A four line gesture that 
comes to some kind of peace or question, or disturbance at the end. 

So - write a line, then write a pair of lines, see how they might join together, see how many different 
odd ways you can make relation of twoness between two things by grammatical parallelism, by 
rhyme, by having the same idea, by having contrasting ideas. 

Play with the twoness of sketching and then you can try the dance of threes. Take perceptions that 
you've had see what they would look like if they dance to the order of a three line stanza and then - 
which ought to set your imagination skipping a bit. And then maybe for the task in definition - the 
four line stanza would be appropriate. Try writing some, my wife has often suggested to students, 
the exercise of trying to write a four line poem that completely sums up your view of the world. 

As a challenge, write four lines. 1, 2, 3, 4, and be listening to the singing inside this dance. Form in 
poetry really in some way, because we are form seeking, meaning seeking, symbol making, creatures 
to the core of our being and it's when the things fuse, the idea of making meaning or dreaming 
begins to fuse with the sense of form that comes from the order and play of number. Their rhythms 
and their movement that poetry comes alive. So, good luck, have fun with this. Thanks. 

-Welcome back. To recap the wise words of Bob Hass, think about sketching lines in terms of one 
line at a time, identity, two lines in terms of their relationship to one another, three, dancing, 
weaving, four, the strong quatrain of poetry, the firm foundation, the four legs of the table, the 
finality of the quatrain. Try out all of these different line formations and arrangements and be sure 
to share it with us on the forums. 

And I think you'll find that when you open your sketchbook and begin to pay attention to write that 
one line then that two lines that more lines will start to gather and those we want to see on the 
forum. Good luck. 

 


